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NEW QUESTION: 1
Exhibit:
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E. Option
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NEW QUESTION: 2
A Security Engineer is setting up an AWS CloudTrail trail for
all regions in an AWS account. For added security, the logs are
stored using server-side encryption with AWS KMS-managed keys
(SSE-KMS) and have log integrity validation enabled.
While testing the solution, the Security Engineer discovers
that the digest files are readable, but the log files are not.
What is the MOST likely cause?
A. The KMS key policy does not grant the Security Engineer's
IAM user or role permissions to decrypt with it.
B. The bucket is set up to use server-side encryption with
Amazon S3-managed keys (SSE-S3) as the default and does not
allow SSE-KMS-encrypted files.
C. The log files fail integrity validation and automatically
are marked as unavailable.
D. An IAM policy applicable to the Security Engineer's IAM user
or role denies access to the "CloudTrail/" prefix in the Amazon
S3 bucket
Answer: A
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
A basic support plan provides:
* 24x7 access to billing and subscription support, online
self-help, documentation, whitepapers, and support forums
* Best practices: Access to full set of Azure Advisor
recommendations
* Health Status and Notifications: Access to personalized
Service Health Dashboard &amp; Health API References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/plans/

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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